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In the course of caring for the ill or dying, health care professionals are sometimes the only ones

available to provide spiritual comfort to their patients. In our modern pluralistic society, where

patients could come from any number of religious traditions, it can often be difficult to find exactly

the right words in these situations.Prayers and Rituals at a Time of Illness and Dying: The Practices

of Five World Religions by experienced physician and theologian Pat Fosarelli offers clear

instructions for health care professionals on how to better understand the needs of their Buddhist,

Hindu, Muslim, Christian, and Jewish patients during these difficult times. Devoting separate

chapters to each tradition, Fosarelli briefly outlines the basic beliefs and then looks at the main

tenets of each religion, exploring the varied approaches that they take to illness and end-of-life

issues. For each tradition, she also describes practices and offers suitable prayers. Each chapter

suggests modifications that may be necessary for Western hospitals, modifications for children, and

specific suggestions about what not to do or say in respect to different faith traditions.This

easy-to-use, pocket-sized resource will be referenced again and again by physicians, paramedics,

hospital and military chaplains, pastoral counselors, hospice providers, and other medical

professionals.
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How often have you wanted to learn about another religion, but didn't have time to find out? What

are the belifs and practices of, say, Islam, or Judaism, and so forth? This little book has quick and



reliable answers for the five major world religious, clear and succinct, and easily understood. You

can read the book in very little time, and remember what it says easily. Become informed about

perhaps the most important topic there is: RELIGION. This book is a gem because it will tell you the

basics of belief and practice of world religions, do it quickly, and memorably.

It was greater than expected. I loved how informative it was. I cannot wait to reread this fascinating

work again.

I am a hospice volunteer and this book is very helpful. It has come in handy for friends who are in

need of comfort at the loss of a loved one.

Wonderful book for Hospital Chaplains or Pastoral Visitors wanting to learn the basic differences

and rituals of the major religions.
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